Thakral One demonstrates dedication to supporting financial growth in
the Philippines with additiv and Microsoft
Manila, 17 November 2020: Thakral One today announces that it is extending its relationship with
additiv and Microsoft as they seek to expand their focus within the Philippines and support banks
access an underserved market.
additiv, a leading SaaS provider to the wealth management industry, and Thakral One, an IT
consulting services focused on bringing global transformative technologies to the Philippines
have joined forces locally, to enable banks to implement a fully digital wealth solution built on
Microsoft Azure. The integration means that now banks within the country can provide an
optimum customer experience at a lower cost with local support, while also potentially accessing
an untapped opportunity in under three months through additiv Hybrid Wealth and Wealth Robo
solutions using their KickStarter™ model.
The integration comes at a time when banks within the region need it most. Digitization has
gradually impacted the wealth management industry, but as a result of the current pandemic, the
speed of change has suddenly accelerated. Customers are demanding the best possible digital
experience all while the industry needs to reduce costs.
In addition, there is a growing need within the region to meet the needs of the 15% of Filipinos
with investible income who do not currently have access to investment products. This growing
market is highlighted by the World Economic Forum who confirmed within a recent report that
the middles-class population is expected to expand “to include 70% of the ASEAN population by
2030, total consumption will double across the region, with the Philippines experiencing the
highest consumption growth.“
The collaboration allows financial institutions to access this market, through additiv’s Wealth
Robo Accumulator solution on Azure and implemented with partners Thakral One. The solution
integrates several Azure services including Azure Cache for Redis and a SQL Database. This
offers a simple, transparent, and affordable digital tech solution for financial institutions in the
Philippines to empower a greater number of discretionary and advisory clients to make
considered, yet low value investments, easily based on automatically customized or remote
personal advice tools.
Kevin Hardy, General Manager Asia Pacific at additiv highlighted “In these uncertain times,
collaboration is key to success. And we cannot stand still. This collaboration allows banks within
the Philippines finally to leverage the benefits of having a truly digital investment range with all
the benefits of our KickStarter™ model with no integration, capex or implementation fees,
delivered in under three months.“
Kevin Hardy added: “By offering efficient, engaging customer experiences at every touch-point at
anytime, from anywhere, banks can now both service their existing client base but also more costeffectively access additional markets previously not viable through self-service and personal
advisory services.“
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Ms. Melissa Egasani, SVP and Country Head for Philippines at Thakral One confirmed, “Our team
is quite experienced in the areas of Customer Intelligence, Analytics and Digital Process
Automation and our Microsoft expertise along with keen focus on Financial Services Domain
allows us to be the glue that completes the Additiv and Microsoft proposition in terms of
probability of success for implementation in the Philippines.“
Fides Ricasa, One Commercial Partner Director at Microsoft Philippines said “It has never been
more important for financial institutions to be able to efficiently offer solutions that support
financial inclusion to the masses. Azure enabled Additiv to create the underlying DFS® Cloud
Architecture. As a result, additiv and Thakral One client’s can experience the highest level of
speed, flexibility, scale and security that they have come to expect from Azure.
The collaboration is an extension for both additiv and Thakral One. In June this year, additiv
announced that their wealth KickStarter™ solutions are now available on Microsoft AppSource
for Web Apps.
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About Thakral One
Thakral One provides expertise on collective digital mindset and diverse skill set that helps organizations
to adapt to constant innovation efficiently through flexible solutions, consulting and delivery capabilities.
For more information, please contact: Steffi David, Business Development Manager, Thakral One (steffi.david@thakralone.com)
About Microsoft
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud
and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to
achieve more.
For more information, please contact: Joshua Aquino, PR & Communications Manager, Microsoft Philippines (v-joaqu@microsoft.com)
About additiv
additiv was established in 1998 in Zurich and has international presence in Europe, Africa & Middle East
and South East Asia. Its hybrid B2B SaaS cloud ecosystem orchestrates multi-channel financial services
using fully open APIs, thereby leveraging the existing technology base of the client. It also helps financial
institutions to deploy leading client advisory, servicing, and expert tools in wealth and credit in existing
ecosystems. additiv offers digital wealth- and credit-management-as-a-service today for the financial institutions of tomorrow and is a leading catalyst for change in the financial service industry through easy,
quick, and affordable digitalization.
For more information, please contact: Emma Wadey, Head of Product Marketing & Communications,
additiv (emma.wadey@additiv.com)
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